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[Info]. Key of F#, Capo 2 can be used if desired for ease of low neck chords. Tempo. 118. 


[Intro]. Drum fill kick off.. (9th Fret) F#, Eb/F# Db/F#, Bsus2: (2X) (With theme F#’’, 
Ab’,Bb’,Ab’,F#’’ 3X, then B~C#)


[Verse 1]

                    F# (9th fret)                                Eb/F# 	                      Db/F#              Bsus2

There were dark days....there were grey days...there were blue da-ys in betwe-en...

                   F#                                Eb/F# 	                      Db/F#              Bsus2

There were times when....I was won-der-in’...............would ya stay with me?....


[Pre-chorus 1]

Abm	 	                Bsus2           Abm	                    Bsus2.......

.... Then the sun came out......................it came shining down......Come out and ....


[Chorus]—————————————————————————————————

F#  	 	  Db	 	 Ebm	            Bsus2

Shimmer....for me....like the sunlight on the sea.....

	 	 F#	 	       Db		                E	 Bsus2....(C#, 3rd time)

Your eyes are oceans...I hold you closer....closer to me............I hold a..

F#	 	 Db	            Ebm	               Bsus2	 	 F#

Glimmer....of hope......like a castaway on a boat.....out on the water..

	              Db	 	              E.......Bsus2......	 	        F#(9th)

Ya come out and shimmer.......shimmer for me......  ......(Shimmer for me..)...

—————————————————————————————————————


[Interlude]. (9th Fret) F#, Eb/F# Db/F#, Bsus2: (1X with theme)


[Verse 2]

F# (9th fret)                                Eb/F# 	                      Db/F#              Bsus2

There were things that....that we both said.....that we both know we didn’t mean.....

          F# (9th fret)                                Eb/F# 	    Db/F#              Bsus2

Angry words and..misunder—standins’..............’bout the dumbest things....


[Pre-chorus 2]

Abm	 	          Bsus2           Abm	                Bsus2.......      

Then, we wor-ked it out........................... turned it all around.....so come out and...


[Chorus]——————————————————————————————-


[Bridge]~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Db	 	 	                Bsus2	     Db	 	            Abm..........B.....

Never givin’ up...we’re never givin’ in..........We’ll keep tryin’ ‘til we fall in love again....

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~


[Solo].  Verse Progression....(9th Fret) F#, Eb/F# Db/F#, Bsus2 (2x) 


[Pre-Chorus 1]


[Third Chorus]———————————————————————————-

(Band tacit on first and comes in on the 2nd measure and continue spirited


[Outro](9th Fret) F#, Eb/F# Db/F#, Bsus2 (2X) with Theme, end on Bsus2 sustaining.


